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high above on the right. A long,
straight tunnel continued ahead
and ended in a large room. Al-
though a huge passage was plainly
visible on the left, the light from the
bottom entrance could be seen to
the right. The surveyors caught up
with the riggers as they were de-
scending a short drop. This was
followed by a last one, which was
not rigged because a side passage
to the left allowed an exit without
swimming the last pool. Here they
found flagging that had been left by
Ruthy and Sergio, who had reached
this point a few hours earlier on a
surface trip from the campsite. Fol-
lowing the flagging, the two teams
of cavers were able to locate the
path and the road, and, after a gain
in altitude of over 300 meters in less
than 2 kilometers horizontal dis-
tance, they got back to the campsite
on the ridge.

The following day my team,
lured by the description of the cave,
decided to do the reverse through
trip, derigging on the way and sur-
veying a few of the side leads. One
of the two main inlets near the bot-
tom was followed up a series of
cascades to a sump. The huge passage
seen to the left when approaching
the bottom entrance was followed,
but not surveyed, to an incredibly
large wood and debris pile, beyond
which a small stream was found to
originate and disappear at sumps.
The two high boreholes near the
Second Tube were basically large
ledges, although one of them in-
cluded many gorgeous formations.
Also near the Second Tube, another

inlet was followed to a complex
area where several leads were not
pursued to ends.

The final surveyed length of
Cueva de la Mano is 2786 meters,
with a total depth of 238 meters.
There are still quite a few leads, and
the through trip is quite exhilarat-
ing.

LLANO DE OTATES EXPEDITION.
The following Christmas, my

ranting and raving about the great
potential of the area above the
Yextla resurgence resulted in a
rather large group, by SMES stan-
dards. Three cavers from Canada,
two Brits, and ten Mexicans partici-
pated for varying lengths of time.
We established base camp at Llano
de los Otates, after having quite an
epic time trying to locate it the pre-
vious night. The little stream by the
campsite sank at the bottom of the
doline less than a hundred meters
away, and the two Brits, still think-
ing they were back home, immedi-
ately started a digging project and
by afternoon had already excavated
a 3-meter-deep cave. Meanwhile
the rest of us started walking
around, as no previous trips had
checked this area. Unfortunately,
although many sites were looked at
and some started out really prom-
isingly, almost all our finds were
quickly choked by logging debris.

Cueva de los Mármoles, a prom-
ising stream-sink back near the
marble quarry along the main road,
got our adrenaline going for a
couple of days, but ended rather
disappointingly at a sump at 64

meters depth after only 350 meters
of nice streamway, the rest of its
846-meter length being upper-level,
fossil passages that were pushed
hard in a failed attempt to get past
the sump. Cueva de la Majada, in
spite of its large entrance, ended
rapidly in a too-tight meander, as
did another small cave nearby,
Tomatillas de Taco. Some long
scouting trips to the upper part of
the plateau resulted only in finding
lots of flat-floored dolines.

Finally, on the ridge immediately
above Yextla, a large cave entrance
taking a stream was found. Since it
also had lots of air flow, we really
got excited, so much so that we ac-
tually spent a whole day cutting old
trees out of the nearest logging road
in an attempt to shorten the walk
in. Finally, a group left camp with
the intention of pushing this Cueva
de la Ortiga. Knowing that the only
available resurgence, Yextla, was
over 1100 meters lower and only 4
kilometers away made us feel con-
fident. A nice, steeply sloping en-
trance almost 20 meters wide soon
degenerated into a narrow meander
that soon ended abruptly against a
gravel fill. A desperate climb above
this reached a low crawl, and soon
we could hear the stream again. We
popped out at the top end of a
larger passage, and a few meters
ahead a large breakdown could be
seen. Fortunately we easily passed
through the boulders to a continuing
stream passage, but, unfortunately,
after crashing down over some very
nice gours, the stream entered a
very narrow and immature crawl
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